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CHAPTER I

lNTRODUC'rION

Purpose
The objective of this paper is to determine if theories of indua•
trial location and empirical data deecribing changes in manufacturing
employment might suggest efficient approaches in attracting industry to
a particular area. Thie is in sharp contrast to the usual application
of location theory in which the optimum location of a firm or of a partic•
ular industry ia selected.
While the area industrial development organization and the
iudustrial firm seeking a new location have much in coamon, they approach
the problem from opposite ends of the pole. Theoretically, the firm
considers all of the land area in the world as a potential location and
selects that site that will maximize profits over the long run.

On the

other hand, the area development organization is soliciting the firm, from
all firms considering a new location, that will make a maximum economic
contribution to the people within the area represented.
The objective of development groups ie to locate within their area
the largest amount of industry that can be sustained by the resources of
the area.

While the area is limited by resources, the effort to attract

ludustry baa more inaediate limitations.

These limitations may be economic

or institutional.
Institutional limitations take many forms but are most frequently
found in social attitudes and legislative action.

For example, an area
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rich in resources that might attract industry may be dominated by a group
that wishes to preserve the status quo.

In the case of legislative limi•

tations the law of the land might prohibit tax forgiveness programs.
Such -limitationa, while active considerations in day•to•day industrial
developaent work1 are considered to be outside ,the framework of .this paper.
lconomf.c limitations might take tvo forms. ·First, .the .._development
agency ,is faced with budgetary realities.

It will have-a given number of

dollars-to sustain its program over a given- period of time.; Secondly,
there will be a limit to the financial concessions that may be granted in.
attracting a.new industry.

These concessions could be such things as

gifts of land or low,.cost capital funds.
Thia paper.will attempt to develop.from existing location theory
guidelines that might allow more efficient utilization of.these limited
financial resources.
Structure of Industrial Developnent Effort
Perhaps the moat basic question to be answered is, Why encourage
an

ind~atrial firm to move into an area?

A recent studyl prepared for

the Chamber of Commerce of the United States reported areas undergoing
substantial increases in manufacturing employment betveen 1950 and 1960
had witnessed dramatic economic changes.

For every 100 factory jobs. this
'

study found. the area's population increased 359 persons. personal income
rose $710,000 per year, and additional job opportunities for 65 other
lChamber of Commerce of the United States,~!!!. Industrial
l2!?!, !!!.!!!. £2, !. Community (Waahingtona Chamber of Commerce of the United
States, 1962), p. 6.
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persona in non-manufacturing pursuit came into being.2 Other secondary
and tertiary results were the establishment of three more retail stores,
an increase in annual retail sales of $331,000 with bank deposits going
up $229,000, the registration of 97 additional passenger cars and the

development of 100 more households.

In aunmary, additional manufacturing

jobs contributed aubatantially to those factors considered indices of
economic growth.
The key to generation of income through manufacturing payrolls ia
found in value added in the manufacturing process.

Fifty•three per cent3

of the value added ia in the form of wage payments.

These wage payment•

circulate in the coumunity with the total effect dependent upon the multi•
plier and leakage to other areas.
Considering the inter•area aspects of income flow, the sale of
manufactured goods outside of the area of manufacture produces revenue
which will support further wage payment in the area of manufacture.

Con•

versely, the conmunity without manufacturing firms tends to become an
exporter of income.

lt does not compensate for the flow of payments to

other areas by sales of locally manufactured goods in the competing areas.
2.rbese data are based on empirical observations in 11 counties
located throughout the United States. Counties selected met the follow•
ing criteria: (1) manufacturing employment at least doubled during the
decade; (2) manufacturing employment constituted at least lS per cent of
total employment in 1960; (3) major employment change, excluding decreases
in agriculture, was increased in manufacturing; Gd (4) county not part of
or adjoining a metropolitan area.
3Bureau of the Census, Annual Surve:y !?£.Manufactures; 12§!.. (Gen•
eral Statistics for Industry Groups and Selected Industries. Washington:
Bureau of the Census, 1963), p. 4.
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Other forms of economic activities create value added and thua add
to a community's income.

But the income generated is a relatively smaller

proportion of total sales than that generated through manufacture.
cultural

productio~

Agri•

baa a large value added ratio, but the decline in the

pri"Ce level of agricultural products, ,and consequent decline in over-all
dollai- sales, coupled with mechanization of farming activities·have
reduced the relative importance of farming in generating income. This
decline·has been quite marked in the south. and, as would logically follow,
this region has become very aggressive in induetry attracting activities.
There are about 11,000 industrial developnent agencies in the
United States.

4,oso.4

In 1964 new plant locations will probably number about

In terms of units employing 250 or more the number of new plants

probably will be around 1,390••or one major factory for every eight indus•
trial development agencies!

Admitting the possibility of wide variations

in these figures, it can be concluded that industrial development is a
very competitive field.
Aside from the common objective of attracting new industry to a
particular area, there is little cooperation among the groups supporting
the effort. The revenue to sustain industrial development agencies comes
from tax sources, membership payments to chambers of co111Derce and trade

associations, and normal business operations.
4 tndustrial Development Magazine reports each month location of
plants costing $100,000 or more, having at least 10,000 square feet and
employing not lees than 25 persona. Thia source reported 3,716 locations
in 1962. The U.S. Department of Commerce reports 1963 expenditure on new
plant and equipment to be 4. 7 per cent above 1962. The. annual survey con•
ducted by McGraw•Hill, Inc., revealed firms plan to increase plant and
equipment expenditure by 4.0 per cent in 1964. Assuming a constant ratio
between new plants and expenditures, 4,046 new plants (3,716 x 1.047 x
1.040) could potentially be establiehed tn 1964.

s
Federal and atate governments, state and local chambers of comnerce.
banks. manufacturer•' aeeociationa, utility companies and regional and

local development organizations are typical groups active in the field.
Normally business f tl'IDIJ exerting an effort in thia field are inter•
eated tn expanding markets and tbua increasing profits.

Railroads want to

increase revenue by locating factories needing rail service along their
Power companies would like to have large power ueera locate within

roads.

the limits of their distribution system.

Governmental units (federal. state, resional and local) and cham•
bers of coamerce are motivated by their desire to provide jobs and
increase incame within their sphere of responsibility. The broadening
of tho tax base by adding wealth, particularly in the form of buildings,
is often a motivating factor.
Those groupa approach the problem from much the same way.

They

provide the prospect information on which the location deciaion is baaed.
the proepecta are developed from a variety of aourcea including

inquiries from firms planning expansion or relocation, scanning of finan•
cial newa. word of mouth and personal viaita with corporate officers.
Moat agencies budget a portion of their resources for advertising in
financial and trade media. The aalary and travel expense of agency
representative• that present information to prospects ia a major expense
item.
Swmtary

Prem the viewpoint of the devalopnent agenciea, the location of a
new factory unit is quite competitive.

At the same time the pay-off ia

6

substantial. The purpose of this. paper i• to investigate the possibility
of applying iuduatrial location.theory to the effort• of area industrial
davalopaent organizations. 'the iamediate objective would be to increase
the efficiency of thia effort.
In the cbaptera ahead varioua economic theories of location vill
be reviewed, empirical data describing changes in manufacturing employment

will be preeented• the data will be related to location tbeoxy, and con•
clusiona will be drawn on the feasibility of applying location tbeoxy to
the develop:nent effort.

CBAP"tBll II

IBVIIW

or

LOCATION THIORY

Material dealing with a general theory of industrial location ta
rather ltralted. · Moat of the writinga· ·in· the field of industrial loca•

tion deal in a peel fies.

Numerous articles ·explaining ·the location of an

industry are available aa are articles, dealing with the influence'. of a ·

single location factor.
This·phaaeof the 1nveat1gationv111 be limited to an examination
aud evaluation of material that contributes to location theory from a

general viewpoint.

The objective will be to select one or two approaches

which 11111 be· further developed by the application of empirical data.
Plant location theory ia baaed upon the economic theory of aubati•
tution. Whether the tmuediate problem is the selection of one eite from
many posaibilf.tiea or the substitution of ''x 0 unit• of capital for 1ty"

units of labor. there ia a common objective.
To the economist the objective ia allocation of acarce meane among

competing uaea in an optimum aumuar. 'l'o the buainasman the objective ia
selecting that combination of factora that will result f.n maximum long
run profits,

Obviouely, the factOl'a ralght influence either expenditures

8'Dll/or revenue. The objective then becomes one of maximising the differ•
ence••tba net profit.
Von Thunen
Johann Beiori.ch von Thunen la the father of location theory.

original thought• as stated in hia

~

Iaolierte Staat

!!. Beziehung

The
~

8

Landwirtschaft

~

Nationalokonomie, published in 1842, have provided

all interested in this subject with a point of departure.

Von Thunen assumes an isolated state comprised of a uniformly fer•
tile plane and void of navigable rivers or canals.

Within the only city,

located near the center of the state, are metal mines.

The structure of

the economy is such that workers within the city will produce manufactured
products for the surrounding rural area while farmers will supply city
dwellers with foodstuff.

Von Thunen states the problem, "How will agricultural production
develop under these circumstances and how will ••• distance from the
city affect • • • cultivation • • • ?"

1

Obviously von Thunen is concerned

with a srecialized location rroblem••the location of agricultural enterprises.

Hie thoughts can be applied to the location of a factory by a

change of purpose.

Instead of thinking in terms of the optimum location

of a crop, one raises the question in relation to the location of an
industrial enterprise.
Based on his postulated state, von Thunen proceeds to answer his
question:
• it is clear that close to the town there will be pro•
duced such crops as, in relation to their value, have a considerable
weight or take much space and such crops as require transportation
cost so heavy that they cannot be brought to the town from the more
distant areas. The greater the distance from the town, the more it
will be found that land will be used for the production of goods
which, in relation to their value, require lower coats of transpor•
tation.
• •• There will be pretty definite and distinct concentric
lJ. H. von Thunen, !?.!!. Isolierte Staat !!!. Beziehung !.!:!£. Landwirtschaft
(translated in History.!?!. Economic Thought, ed. K.
William Kapp and Lore L. Kapp, New York; Barnes & Noble, Inc., 1949), p. 300.
~Nationalokonomie
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circles around the town in which either this or that crop will

be the main crop.2

Later von Thunen defined land rent as the amount remaining after
costs of production are deducted from sales.

The location of particular

cropa (for the purposes of this paper the particular industry) was
determined by the least•cost combination of transportation and land rent.3
In effect, it became a problem in substitution.
Ueber

While von Thunen provided the departure Jt0int in location theory,
Alfred Weber was the first to attempt to construct a general location
In his book!!!?!!:.!!.!!!, Standort !!!!, Industrien. published 1n 1909,

theory.

Weber used an evoluUonary approach in developing a general theory

He started with an undeveloped country and proceeded to develop
an isolated economy

The flrat development was an agricultural stratum

which produced the means of subsistence

This stratum served as the

geographical foundation for subsequent developments.

The second stratum

was comprised of primary industry which produced for the agricultural
stratum.
The primary induetrial stratum in tum became the orientation
plans for the third stratum. namely. the secondary industrial stratum.
These three strata formed the core of the economic system••a system in
which the relationship of producing units depended upon the location
of consuming units in the supporting stratum.

A fourth stratum,
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consisting of general organizing and managing functions,

and

a fifth

stratum, the central dependent etratum, were related to the organizing
and managing function in much the same way as the secondary industrial

stratum vae related to the primary industrial etratum. 4 The forces of
demand and supply playing back and forth among the five strata tied them
into

an

economic unit and dete?mined the locational structure.

Procedurally, the theory developed by Weber is in sharp contrast
to von Thunen'a work.

The earlier writer determined the type of produc•

tion at a given location while Weber sought the location of a given
industry.
Weber•s theory is based upon three general factors of location••
transportation cost, labor cost, and agglomerating forces.

Included in

transportation cost are variations in raw material and fuel coat.

Hence,

a location producing a relatively high quality fuel conrnanding a relativoly
high price is considered more remote than competing

~eas

producing a lower

quality fuel.
Considering first the transportation

variabl~.

Webarian theory

explain• industrial location as determined by the character of the manu•
fact\tt'ing process.

If the process .,,ta one that results in a loss of weight

in the conversion from raw materials to finished goods the plant is pulled
toward the source of raw materials.

A weight gaining proceSB favors a

location near the point of consumption.

Where more than one source of raw

materials exists and the process results in veight loss, the transportation

4walter Isard. Location
p. 29.

Sona, Inc., 1956'

2

Space-Economy (New York: John Wiley &

11

factor would dictate a location oriented to raw materials and resulting
in a point of least transfer cost.

The same concept would hold for a

market oriented industry except that the pull would be toward the points
of consumption.
Since Weber did not assume equal real wages and productivity, as
did von Thunen, he could not ignore labor cost.

Therefore, labor cost

becomes the second variable exerting a locational pull.

The relative

importance of this factor is determined by the savings that might be
effected through lower cost labor.

Where savings are large enough, the

labor variable might override the influence of transportation cost; i.e.,
where the savings in labor cost are larger than the additional transpor·tation cost incurred because of location at a less than optimum point
considering transportation alone.
The third variable in Weber's theory is the effect of agglomerating
or deglomerating forces.
gather or to disperse it.

This factor tends to draw industry closer toSavings due to proximity to auxiliary industries,

better marketing ~utleta, or economies of aize tend to localize industry.S
On

the other hand, the higher land cost inherent in industrial concentra-

tion tends to disperse industry.
Weberian theory involves a rather close association between the
labor and agglomerating factors.

He held that only industries with a

high value added could reduce expenses through agglomeration.

In bis

analysis the necessary high value added bad two main constituents--labor
5Kelvin L. Greenhut, Plant Location !!!. Theory !!!!!.. !!!. Practice
(Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1956), pp. 9-10.
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cost and machine cost

Since a htgh degree of correlation exists between

machine cost and fuel cost, and consequently between machine coat and
transportation, this consideration fell under the influence of transpor•
tation

Therefore, only when labor cost ia the major contribution to

value added doea an agglomeration force exist.6
1.:i further analysis, Weber determines that there exists no rela•

tionsbip between distance and pull of the labor factor.

Proximity to an

advantageous labor center yields little advant•ge. The labor factor
either Attractu a plant all the way to the labor center or leaves it
unaffected.

In application Weber's theory of location involves substitution
between transport coat and non•transport cost factors.

'transport coats

are defined to include the coat of shipping raw materials and finished
products and also the different cost of fuel and raw materials at given
sites.

Also two agglomerating factors••prmcimity to auxi U.ary industries

and marketing advantages••are included.

and land cost

Non•transport cost include labor

In effect, non•transport coat are defined to include all

Weberian variables which are non•tranaport in origin.

A curve of substitution connecting all points at which an equal
number of units may be sold ia constructed.7 The locality represented
by the point nearest the point of unitary elasticity on the substitution

curve is selected as the optimum location since it represents the least
coat location,

-

61bid.
7Thia system does not take into consideration the influence of
location on volume of sales. Cost of production and marketing are the
sole consideraUons.
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Predohl

Audreas Predobl'a approach to location theory8 waa an application
of the theory of interdependent prices and quantities.

He contended the

di.strtbutton of economi.c activity was the same problem as that involved
in the distribution of groups of productiye factors.

He concluded that

the general theory of interdependence explained the distribution of groups
of production factors by means of the substitution principle.

In his

analysts transportation coat ls generally abstracted and the factors and
products possess perfect mobility.
In his development of a general equilibrium., Predohl started with
an isolated state with all economic activities fixed save one.

For pur•

poses of substitution. costs were divfded into land use outlay and all
other outlay.

Transfer coats were included in the second category.

A

shifting of the firm toward the periphery involves the substitution of
labor and capital for land.

Through this approach the minimum cost toca•

tton for these two categoriee ia located.

However, within these two

groupat i.e., land use outlay 8Dd labor and capital outlay, there wilt
be other eubstitution posetb!lities.

The individual firm in deciding

where to process a product to reduce its weight is substituting transfer

cost for local labor and capital.

The

firm baa substitution possibilities

within a given cost factor.

For example, raw materiala may be trans•

ported from various points.

Thia inter•category and intra•category

determine the location of any individual firm.

Predohl held this approach

8Predohl'a thinking on location theory appeared in an article, "Du
Standortsproblem in der Wirtschaftsfheorie" published in 1925.
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could be extended by use of general equilibrium analysts to cover the
locati.on of all economic activities.

Weismann
Hans Weigmann introduced realism into the theory of location.
He contended any theory purporting to explain the location of firms

should take into account the fact of limited competition.

The imnobil•

itiea of factors and goods and the reatr1ct10l\8 in markets are evidence
of limited competition.

Hence, the assumption of pure CO'alp&tition was

not applicable in location theory.

Another contribution by Weigmann was his consideration of the
influence of ttme on markets for land, labor and capital.

While he

introduced these important considerations, he did little to formulate
a precise theory containing these variables,

Weign18nn sketched tbe apace

economy as an undulating unit composed of a basic core containing markets

for land. labor and cap:f.tal goods.

Upon this basic core are superimposed

numerous other markets. which not only influence the space economy upon

which they are constructed. but extend temporarily into other economic
spheres. 9

Loach
August tosch approached location theory by postulating a broad.
homogeneous plain with uniform transport features in all directiona and
with an even scatter of industrial raw materiale in sufficient quantity

9taard, !?!!· s!!_., pp. 37-42.
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for production.

The agricultural population of this plain are uniformly

distributed, each individual having identical tastes, preferences, techn•
teal knowledge and production opportuuities.

These aBSumptiona yielded

a plain dotted with self•auffictent households.

From this point Losch moves into a dynamic situation with a
farmer producing a product to aell bia neighbors.

market area covered ia that of a circle.

The ehape of the

Competition arises and the

market area for the pToducer of the product :la forced into the shape of
a hexagon••tbis being the shape nearest to the circle that will completely
cover an area without overlap.

Other products are introduced and each

results in the plahi being divided into hexagons.

The ai&e of the hexagon

varies by products but in each case completely covers the plain.
As theee hexagon described plains are placed one upon the other.
patterns of concentration w:f.11 develop.

These concentration points wUl

determine the transportation system, introduce concentration of popula•
tion and enhance consumer demand by enabling diverse purchases from many

local producers. ·Loach maintains these are the reasons industry tends
to agglomerate.

The regions served by the concentrated industry will be

determined by the product having the largest necessary shipping radius.lo
Concentration of population destroys one of the assumptions nocea•
sary to the above concU.tion.

This change in the uni.form scatter of

population results in the destruction of the hexagional systems and
conditions of competition.

-

l°tbid. • pp. 42•SO.
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Ohlin

A nuaaber of theorist stressed the interrelati011 of trade and
locatf.011 theories but Berti 1 Ohl:tn waa the first to attempt to integrate
the two..

Bia objective was to develop a location theory that would encom•

pass international trade theory.

The influence of local differences in

the supply of factors of production and tra.uaportatton coats within each

country were variables he conatdel"Gd.
For purposes of analysis hie regions are defined aa areas within
which there ta perfect mobility of tactora and between whi.ch there is
perfect iamobility of factors
ties are aaaumed·away.

All impedimenta of movement of coamioc:H•.

He then approaches reality by introducing inter-

regtonal cost of transfer of comnodittea and interregional factor movement.
The cost of transfer and factor movement within the region,

combined with local differences in labor and capital supply, subjected
the interregional trade theory to a broadening r'rocesa and produced bis

general localization theory.
Ohlin developed hf.a theory within the framework of a mutual•
interdependence theory of pricing.

Varying spatial immobilities and

indivisibilities of goods and factors produced a multitude of markets and

local prices.

Bia general localization theory, through the interactions

of this system. vould determine prices and markets in addition to tho
location of econoudc activity

11

Hoover
Location theory as developed by Edgar M. Hoover continues as a
problem of aubstttution with some variation in its application

The

17

change ta primarily one of classification of cost factors.

Xn his analy•

aie these factors are classified as transportation coat and production
cost.

llhf.le thts represents the primary change, other important considera•

tions are involved in the asaignment of various cost to the appropriate
category, i.e., transportation or production cost. 12
Hoover observes that transportation cost cannot be considered to
vary directly with distance and wight.

Instead, cost of transportation

for raw materials and products on a ton-mile basis will decrease with an
increase 1.n the length of haul.

Therefore, these charges should not be

considered as a linear function of quantity and apace.13
For purposes of application, transportation coat as defined by
Hoover include only the transit expenses on raw material and finished
products.

Production cost includes all other outlays involved in pro•

ducing goods at a given site.

Into the production cost category he

places not only direct production outlays such as labor coat, but also
cost associated with agglomerative forces and institutional factora.14
With such a rigorous definition transportation coat becomes

t1'11Ch

more

implicit aa a location factor.

The introduction of institutional cost into locational analysis
places Hoover's contribution within the capitalistic framework.

He

considers taxes and cost incidental to air conditioning and heating as

an element of land cost.
12<Jreenbut, .ell.· s!~: ~ pp. 17•18.
13Edgar M. Hoover, The Location of Economic Activity (New York;

McGraw Bill Book Company, Inc., 1948), pp. 15•26.
14~, pp. 67""89.
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1'Jhile Hoover'• writing baa added considerable breadth to loca•
tion and analysts. tt ta still limited to coat of producing goods.

He

alludes to the influence of aupply and market areas, but does not develop
or include the effect of these factors in location determination.
Isard

In the preface to his exhaustive analysis of location theory
Walter taard observes "a compnheneive theory of society or economy
should embrace both time and apace • • • (and) unTavel interplay of forces
not only cunently but also over the long paat. 015 With the admission
that his contribution will be of "little direct utility for handling
specific problems," tsard proceeds to develop a general location theory.
Thia theory, eclectic by nature, is presented as a general theory
designed to explain paat, present and future location of economic activities.

The broader purpose of maximizing benefits for society, as contrasted
with maximizing profits, becomes hia guide in selecting the optimum loea•

tton.
Iaard dtatluguishea between tvo typee of substitution:

(1) that

between transport inputs; and (2) that between outlays, between revenues,
and between outlays and revenues.

U. justifies this approach when he

states that without some relationship between distance and variations of
costs and pricee there would be no logic to the explanation of econautc
acttvities. 16
lS1aard. 22.·.....sll.· , p. vtL

16tbtd. 1 p. 35.
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Transport inputs become the heart of Ieard'a analysis.

Distance

and weight are the tvo basic f actora and transport rates an the price
of the input.

When integrated with production theory, the problem

becomes a problem of choosing the right combf.natlon of the various types
of capital, labor, land and transport inputs.

For purposes of analysis, Isard classifies location factors into
three groups.

In the first group he includes transport costs and certain

other transfer coats. These costs have a distinguishing feature:
variability with distance.

regular

Since terminal coat is relatively more impor•

tant for a short haul, the relationship between transport cost and distance

is not likely to be linear. Aleo, tariffs and transfer of goods from one
form of transportation to another tend to reduce, but not destroy, the
regularity of the distance-cost relationship.
The second group of location factors ie comprised of cost for
which no variability with distance can be eatabUabed.

Thia would include

coats associated with labor. power, watert taxes, insurance, interest,
climate. topography

And many others.

Agglomeration and deglomeration economies are covered by the ·
third group of location factors.

Agglcmeratton economies are defined to

include (1) economies of acalei (2) localization economies; and (3)
urbanization economies.· Deglomerative forces embrace (1) diaeconomiea
occurring vhen scale of operation becomes too large; (2) increased rents
associated with increase in tntenait7 of land use; and (3) increased food
coat occasioned by lengthening agricultural supply lines.
After grouping factors involved in location selection into a form
that can be handled. Isard used substitution to select the optimum site.
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As

stated earlier, transport inputs are the foundation upon which his

theory ta couatl'Ucted. Transport inputs an defined as the movement of
a untt weight over a unit distance and transport rate 11 the price o.f
the input.

The problem of finding the transport optimal point reduces

to a problem of finding the correct substitution points between pairs of
inputs.
Where more than two transport inputs are factors in the problem.
as would be the case where three or more sources of raw materials are
under conaideration, transport inputs generated from one source are coau•

pared with. the

&Uta

of inputs originating from all other sources. Through

application of the substitution principle Isard constructs price-ratio
lines using the transport input concept as the price of the two variables.
A transformation line describing the distance-weight relationship of raw

material sources and the market point to be ae'l"'Jed is compared with the
price•r4tio lines. The optimal location is the point of tangency between

the tw~ curvea.17
Where an area market, rather than a market located at a point, is
to be served the analyaia developed above is reveraed. The point requiring
the least transport inputs to serve a market area in relation to a single

raw material source is located.
Other location factors as suggested in group two above are inte•
grated with transport inputs as a substitution of one outlay for another.
A cheap labor point within the

17Ibid.•

pp. 95•104 ..

a~ea

under study ta considered as a sub•
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stitution of transport outlay for labor outlay. The transport outlay
will increase because less than the optimal point is cousidered but the
lower labor cost will more than offset thia increase. The net result
ia a decrease in outlay.

Other factora, suc.h as power, rent,·and taxes

can be handled in the same manner.
The third group of location factora••agglomerative and deglome•
rattve forcee•-are also considered by Iaard as aubatitutione for transport
outlays. As an example, should a firm decide to locate one large plant
rather than three smaller plante, the primary factors considered are the
increase ln transport outlay occasioned by longer supply lines to raw
materials and/or distribution lines to mark.eta versus the economies
afforded by the larger scale operation.18
Revenue that might be expected from va.rtoua locations ia inter•
jected into thia approach with the conatructton of iso•revenue•leaa•
outlay lines. These are predicated upon the assumption that a firm baa
little. if any, influence upon tbe pattern of market pd.cea.

The -location

yielding the maximum difference between product revenue and transport
outlay ts considered as the site that will result in the greatest Jlrofit.

greenhut
In contrast to other location theorist who set about to formulate
general theories explaining the location of economic activttiee, Melvin

L. Creenhut•e announced objective is to devise a theory explaintns f.ndua•
trial location within a capitalistic economy.19 Bia major work in this
18!J2!!., pp. 173•178.

19creenhut, 21?.• s!,l.. P• v.
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field waa published in 1956, the sam.e year as Isard's book.

While laard

used theoretical approach, Greenhut reviews previou.a theory, presents
empirical data on the location of small firms •. and attempts to integrate
the empirical findings with existing theory.

Failure to find accord

between general theory and experience of the small firms studied is the
basis for Greenhut'a contribution to location theory.
The findings that failed to fit into the general theory are
described by Greenhut as "personal factora. 0

These include suchconeidera•

tions aa availability of loan capital because of personal contact of the
owner or sales due to personal relationship between owner and customer.
These factors atand outside of earlier theory since previous vriters
asslmlGd the system would attempt to diatribute scarce goods in such a
manner as to maximise the output. Such factors cannot be included in a
capitaltatic system since this system carries a basic assumption that
decisions are based on the desire to maximise profits.
After examinlns the approaches that might allow inclusion of
personal factora, 20 ·oreonhut concludes that the general maximum profit

objective must be retained in order to retain the basic assumption of
economic man motivated to rational action by pecuniary returns.
'

Thia excuraU>n completed. Greenhut summarizes hie theOTetical

concept ass
• each fim entering the competitive aceue will seek
that eite from which its sales to• given number of buyers

2°tbe poaai.bilities considered are (1) a maximum profit and a
maximum satisfaction theory; (2) a maximum profit theory including
imputed values for psychic income; and (3) a maximum aatlsfactton theory
in which profita and nonpecuntary return& are equated with satisfaction.
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(whose purchases are required for the greatest possible pro•
fits) can be served at the lowest total coat.21
.
Thia statement emphasizes to a greater extent than earlier writings the
importance of demand.

The influence of demand on location is under•

lined by observations that aucceaaful attempts of competitors to locate
at a point of maximum profits reduce relative demand and thenby cut
profits.

Thia will result in a state of equilibrium which might be

diaturbed by shifts in desund or changes in coat.
Greenhut also observes an interrelation between competing firma.
Thia might be in the f om of market area served or demand for labor.
Due to tbia interrelattonabip a change by a competitor can influence both

demand and cost of the firra and disturb the state of equilibrium.
Greenhut finds that dem.and and cost are not sole determinants o!
equilibrium and that personal factor.e are to be reckoned with.

Variatiou

in paychtc income cause '*different ascriptiou to eoat data and encourage
relocation and subsequent distortions of all existing rolattonahtpa.'t22

The factors influencing industrial location are divided into three
categot'ies.

The first category consi•t• of demand factors and includes·

ehape of the demand curve. location of competitors, significance of
proximity to market, influence of personal contact on eales, and extent
of the market area.

Coat factors are divtded in cost of land, cost of labor and
management, coat of material• and equipment and the cost of transportation.
Interestingly, this breakdown 19 virtually synonymous with Iaard'e pro•
duction cost

~lassification

21tbtd., p. 285.

of land. labor, capital and transport inputs.

22tbid., P• 286.
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The third factor entails the extent to which psychic income out•

weighs the maximum p'l'Ofit motivation.23
Observations
The economic theory involved in explaining lndustrtal location
has changed very little aince its earliest statement.

Von Thunen'a

contl"ibution to this body of theory ia based on location determined by
minimum cost. The p-einciples embodied in this vark are the same concepts
uaed by today•e theoriet.

The difference ltea in the expansion of theory

to give pror..er consideration to changes tn economic society.

tn von Thunen•a day tho consideration of a spatial market waa not
important.

Production of foodstuff vaa for the purpQse of sustaining

the producer or for sale or barter in the nearby village. Reither the
market system as known today nor the transportation necessary to euatain

ouch a system were COtuJidered within the realm of possibility and under•
standably were not important !n theory fonmlation.
The continued_ advance of ai;-ecialiaatf.on and

the hand•in-hand

growth of distribution facilities have focused attention on revenue and
marketing coat. During the period that location theory bu been under
consideration. distributive coat have changed from a relatively min01:'
role to a prime consideration in the effort to satisfy human wants.

tt

ia only natural that this aspect of total cost be given more attention
in explaining industrial location.
The princt.plea involved in location theory have not changed.

Substitution of factors continues to be the techni.que used.

231J?!2.•• pp. 279•281.

But with the
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relative change in importance of factors the emphasis has changed.
nerefore, when Greenhut

am

Isard wrlte in terms of a location that will

ma:dmtae profits or the comparable objective f.n a general theory it
becomes a substitution problem of broader scope whereby various revenue
poasibilities are weighed against varying combinations of cost. lt ts

still, hovever, a substitution problem.
At this point it might be well to recognize the problem exposed
by Greenhut tn hie study of small firms locating fn Alabama. 24 The

person.al factor is a real consideration in business decision making but
defies quantification.

With the growing awareness of the social reapon-

sibi litiea of business, it is reasonable to expect that personal con•
siderations will continue to be a weight in location decisions.

It is

likely to be more important in the single-unit firm but ia not to be
completely discounted in the location of branch operations.

The influ•

ence of this source when applied to cost or demand factors is indirectly
reflected

in

profits.

But personal factors that affect psychic income

cannot be expressed numerically and. therefore, cannot be used in
economic models.

For this naaon, Greenhut excluded from further

consideration purely personal considerations that influence site locatiot18.
With the field thus narr01Jed, the objective of the location decision
becomes one of choosing the site that will yield maximum profits.

Profits

are that portion of revenue remaining with the firm after payment of
operating cost.

It is the function of two variables••revenue and outlay.

24tbid., pp. 181•242.
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Therefore, the substitutions to select the site of maximum profits must

consider both variables.
While deniand factors have been recognized by the more recent
theorist as an important element in location decision. it ia doubtful
that the full impact of these forces has yet been recognized.

The pri•

mary mission of any industrial operation is the production of goods of
the quality desired, delivered to a customer when and where desired, at
a price the customer is willing to pay.

The pl'ofit is derived from the

ability of a firm to perform this activity with an outlay below the
revenue generated by this function.
In thia context. the place of marketing in the overall operation
of an industrial firm becomes much mon apparent.

And the impact of

the demand factors in location decision takes on a new dimension not yet
fully recognized by the economic theorist or the pragmatic agency
responsible for industrial development effort in an area.

CHAnBR III
EMPIRICAL DATA DESCRIBING MANUFAcroatm EMPLOYMENT

Changes that have taken place in manufacturing employment, the
relative importance of new industries to changes in manufacturing employ•
ment, and a review of empirical data related to location selection will
be covered in this chapter.
The first topic, changes in manufacturing employment. will be
examined in relation to space and time.

The year 1950 will be used aa

the base with changes measured at four•year intervals.

The United Stat:ea,

North carolina, and Virginia will provide the spatial dimension.

These

comparisons will provide the basis for judgment on the industrial develop•
ment efforts in affecting industrial employment.
Data on industries located in Virginia since 1950 will be used to
detemine the relative importance of new industries to changes in manufac •

turing employment. This section will contain an lnduetry•by•induatry
comparison of employment changes.

The proportion of such changes due to

new industry will be determined.
Changes in Manufacturing Emeloyment
Aa

pointed out earlier, 1950 will be used aa the base year with

changes measured at four•year intervals.
1962 is dictated by exr.-ediency.

Use of 1950 1 1954, 1958 and

Data showing employment by industry for:

many important industries are not available prior to 1950.
point of freedom from abnormalities 1950 bas a good rating.

Prom the view•
Major
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readjustments following World War 11 had been accompliehed and the
ltorean Incident had not begun to influence the economic system.
The years 1954 and 1958 are unique in that they an the years in
which Cenaue of Manufacturers wen conducted.

By 1954 tbe Korean influ•

ence bad vaned.
Finally, 1962 ia the most ncent year for which complete data are
available.

Another reason for .the selection of these particular years

is the consideration of untfoXIQ. time periods.

It allows comparisons of

three periods with each period consisting of four yaare.
Changes between the atatea of North C4rolina and Virginia will be
considered.

Comparisons of these areas will minialiae the influence of

certain location factors.

For exanple, transportation coat differential

for the two areas should be at a minimum.

North Carolina will have some

advantage on movement to the south and southwest but this will be offset

by tbe proximity of Virstnia sites to northern and mid-western markets.
Bach baa facilities to serve ocean-going and coaatviae shipping.
Both states have a bietory of dependence on an agricultural economy

and the problems aeaociated with the decline in this important segment of
the economy.

tabor coat and supply, while not identical, are not conaid•

ered to be eubatantially different.
Climatological and topographical features of the two areas are
qut te aim! lar.

Doth are in the temperate zone.

The eaatarn boundary of

each is the Atlantic Ocean and the land areas rise in elevation to the
western boundary of the Appalachian Mountains. A wide variety of low cost
sf.tea can be had in either state.
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Virginia has a locational advantage for coal suppliea but North
carouna' 8 proximity to southwestern and gulf petrolewn depoeite would .
likely neutralize thie advantage for some industries.

Each bae available

unlimited electrical power from hydro and steam aources and in some
instances are served by the same power company.

In suumary, each state likely baa minor cost and market advant•
, ages but neither state has a major natural advantage in increasing its
proportion of manufacturing employment.

One of the major questions under consideration in this paper, the
influence of regional industrial development efforts, can be pinpointed
with the data under consideration. Although both states have been active
since 1950 in encouraging industry to locate within their boundaries,
No.rth Carolina effort was substantially larger in magnitude and stepped

up sharply in 1956. While comparable figures on e><penditurea are not
available, observations of persons active in the field support this state•
ment. 1 The increased North caro11na effort continued through the period

under study while Virginia' a program remained on a much lower level.
Changes in employment within industries during the three time per•
ioda under consideration should allow evaluation of the influence of
thia effort.

Those changes not explained by the theoretical concepts

examined earlier should be evaluated.
For purposes of this paper, the United States will be considered
ae the universe and North Carolina and Virginia as regions within the
11nterviews with Joseph G. Hamrick, Director, and B.cbert o. Gill.
Assistant Director. Division of Industrial Development and Planning,
COl1:lllO'llW8alth of Virginia.
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universe.

Changes in manufacturing employment for the two statea can

occur because of overall change in employment within the universe with
a portion of this change taking place within the regiona 1 a shift to or
from the regions under consideration, or a combination of the two inf lu•

encea.
Table I presents data that describe changes in manufacturing .

, employment for North caroliua
1950 to 1962.

and Virginia over the l'Welve•ye.ar, i=~=loo.

In order to exclude the influence of change in manufactur•

ing employment for the United States, the ratio of North Caroltna'&nd
Virginia manufacturing employment to the comparable United States f t'gure
is C0111puted.
TABLB I

COMPARISON OF MANUP'ACTURim EMPUMfBNT IR TUB UNITID STATES,
NORTH CAROLINA AND VIBGINIA

Year

United States
(thousands of
persons).

(thousands of

t?S"'t

tS.241

418.3

1">54

16,314

1958
1962

North caro li na
Ratio
persons)
to U.S.

Viginia
(thousands of

Ratio

persona)

to U.S.

.0274

22?.5

.0151

436 B

.0268

247.0

.0151

15,945

469.6

.0295

257 .8

.0162

16,859

527.6

.0313

291.3

.0173

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, F.mplo:yment
States and Areas, 1932-1962.

-

~Earning·Statisttcs

for
---

The percentage change in this ratio is then computed and presented
in Table II.

No change in the ratio would indicate the state change was

in the same proportion aa the national change.

this technique will allow
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an evaluation of changes in manufacturing employment following an asaump•
tion that changes vlthin a state will follow national changes in the
abort run unless some exogenous force is interjected.
TABLI 11

PBRCBNTAGB CHANGE IN

a.Ano or

STATE TO NATIONAL

!WWFACTURING EMPLOYMEN'l

Time Period

North Carolina

1950-54

•2.192.

o.ooi

1954·.58

10.071

7.281

1958·62

6.toi

6.79'&

Virginia

Source: Table I, p. 30.
The data nveal that vhile North carolina'a manufacturing employ•

ment grew in each of the three periods the changes. relative to national
employment, were very uneven.

Prom 1950 to 1954 North carolina' • numu•

facturing employment.actually declined relative to United States
manufacturing employment.

This tendency was reversed during the nex.t

f 011r-year period and manufacturing employment showed a substantial in•

crease relative to the Unitecl Staten change.

From 1958 to 1962 this

improvement continued.
While North Caroltna•s ratio dropped from 1950 to 1954 Virginia's
ratio wae unchanged.

This :iiidicated the change in Virginia was in the

aam:e proportion as the national change.

During the next two periods,

19.54 to 1962. Virginia'• ratio moved upward.

OVer the twelve•year
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period, 1950 to 1962, the north Carolina ratio of state to national
manufacturing employment increased 14.21 and Vlrginia'a ratio increased

14.61.
SUDl1l8riz1ng the changes, both states have grown substantially
relative to national growth.

North Carolina's growth bas been more

erratic than Virginia growth.
The technique used above will exclude overall national changes
but one major influence to be considered ta changes within industries

and the relative importance of a given industry to manufacturing employ•
ment for a state.

The next section will delve into this matter.

Emploxeent Changes Within Industry Groups
Following the same objectives outlined above it ie desirable to
exclude the influence of changes in the universe and the region from
employment within industry groups.

Thia can be accomplished by uae of

the location quotient. Thie analytical tool ts de1C1."ibed by tea.rd u
"a device for comparj.ng a region's share of a particular activity with
it• percentage share of aoma baste aggregate."2

A location quotient of 1.00 would indicate a region had its pro•
portion of an industry.

A figure of leas than

unity would indicate lees

than ita share and, conversely, a figure greater than unity would indi•
cate a greater than proportionate share.

In effect the influence of

change in the base la "washed out" by using regional and national data
describing the variable to be neutralized aa the base.
2walter laard, Methods !?!, Regional Analysis.
Wiley & Sona, Inc., 1960), P• 124.

(New York:

John
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· If it ta assumed employment by industry groups within a region
will change as the universe changes, the location quotient developed
for each regional industry group can be used to point out changes that
cannot be accounted for by overall changes in manufacturing employment.
'fhe computation of the location quotient describing 1950 employ•

ment in the Virsinia food processing industry is used here to illustrate
the mechanics involved.

In 1950 Virginia'• food processing industry

employed 21,100 persons.

Employment in the United States for this

industry was 1,790,000. The numerator of the location quotient le
detetmtned by dividing the former by the latter (21,000/1,790.000) and
is .012. The denominator is compUted by dividing manufacturing employ•

ment in Virginia during 1950 (229,SOO persons) by the comparable United
States figure (15,241,000). Thia computation yield• the figure

.ots.

Expressing the numerator and denominator as a single figure (.012/.0lS)
the location quotient becomes

.so.

In effect thie ratio says Virginia

doea not have its share of uational employment in food processing if
national employment in manufacturing is considered aa the criterion.
The primary criticism of use of the location quotient 11 the .

assumption that industry should be distributed over au area, in this
case within a region, in the same manner as it ia distributed over the
universe. It is inherently aaaumed that the factors affecting industrial
location do not vary in value in spite of spatial difference• or that
difference& in locational factors are neutralized or offset from region
to region.

Neither assumption could be supported by empirical data.
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To accomplish the objectives of this paper, however, it ie not
neceeaary to measure the relative develoi:ment of an area.

The itmnediate

objective can be served by observing changes through time in the loca•
tion quotient.

Aaaumlng a condition of locational equilibrium existed in 1950,
changes in the state of equilibrium should be accountable for by theo•
retical ccmcepta or by factors outside of the economic system, in the
ia:mediate case the industrial development effort.
The location quotient for basic industrial groups (two digit SIC
code) relating Virginia employment to United States employment la pre•
aented in Table III.

These data show in 1962 Virginia had a larger than proportionate
share of the tobacco. textile. lumber, furniture and chemical ind.uatrlee
if a location quotient of .75 to 1.25 is accepted as describing a "fair

share" of an industry.

Nine industries, printing, petroleum, rubber,

primary metals, fabricated metals, nonelectrical machinery, electrical.

machinery, scientific instruments and miscellaneous manufactures, fail
to meet tbie arbitrary standard.

Six unufacturing industries, .food,

apparel, paper, leather, stone. clay and glass, and transportation
equipment, have employment comparable to national employment.
Table IV presents similar data for North Carolina.

Using the

aame arbitrary standard vith .75 to 1.25 location quotient as acceptable,
North Carolina bas four industries, tobacco, textiles, lumber and furni•
ture, rated above the national performance.

Only one industry, apparel,

falls within the range and the remaining 15 are below the etandard.
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TABLE Ill
''

LOCATION QUOTIENT

roa Vl~INIA

INDUSTRY CROUPS .

1950

1954

1958

1962

.so

.93

1.17

1.06

Tobacco manufacturea

9.SO

9.94

9.14

8.88

Textile.mill products

2.48

2.40 ,'

2.34

. 2.41

Apparel and related product•

1.06

1.00

1.11

1.24

Lumber and.wood products

2.40

2.40

2.34

2.24

Furniture and fixtures

2.73

2.67

2.59

. 2.88

Paper and allied products

1.40

1.33

1.27

. 1.12

.67

.67

.71

3.20

2.47

, 2.47

.13

.31

.47

1.06

.93 '

.93

.82

Stone, clay and glass products

.72

.80

.86

.94

Primary metal industries

.20

.20

.31

.3S

Fabricated metal product•

.40

.47

.49

.47

.19

.24

.31

.41

.67

.94

Scientific instruments

.31

.24

Miscellaneous manufacturing industries

.49

.47

Food and kindred products

Printing and allied industries
Chemicals and allied products

.60.
3.53

Petroleum and rubber

Leather

•• ·.$.

Nonelectrical machinery
·11ectrical,machinery
Tranaportation equipment

Source: Tables VIIl•XI, pp. 68-71.

.60

.73
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Quite
interestingly, Virginia and North Carolina
.

.·

'

on four industries rated above standal"d.

are

in accord

The fifth Virginia indu&tl"J

with the high rating, chemtcala,.performed below standal'd in Borth
C&Tolina.

Virginia had six induatrlea within the acceptable range while

North carolina had one.
both atatea.

One industry, apparel, ie found acceptable in

Of the remaining five, three bad fairly high ratings in

North Carolina (.58•.74) and tvo, transpot:tation equiµnent And leather,
rated below standard. The two region• are in accord on the induatriea
rated below standard except for the deviations noted

above.

The high degree of correlation obtained when applying non•
aubjecttve standards to the location quotient aupp0rt the assumption
that the difference in value of location factors for the two states QIUSt

be relatively small. Major differences would have resulted in a greater
degree of divergence from the eatabliehed pattern.
As noted earlier t the primary concern of thia paper is with changee

in the location quotient through the twelve-year period, 1950•1962.
Table• V and VI present the change in location quotient for three period•
of four years, for the twelve years aa a single period, and on. an annual

basts.

Table V is derived from Virginia data and Tabla VI from North

Carolina data.

Data allow computation of change in location quotient for eighteen
Virginia industries and are presented in Table V. ?ourteen of theae
cover the twelve-year pericd, 19SO to 1962.

Available employment flgurea

allow a comparison for 1958 and 1962 on the remaining four industries.
Comparable data describi1l8 employment in North Carolina industries are
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TABLI IV

LOCATIOR QUOTlD'l'

roa NOl\TR CAllOLlltA

DU>USTU CllOUPS

1950

1954

1958

1962

.41

.45

.61

.65

Tobacco manufactures

10.ll

10.50

10.90

12.13

Textile mt.11 products

6.82

8.40

8.07

8.06

.41

.60

.78

1.10

IAJmber and wood pi"oducta

1.94

1.88

1.84

1.68

furniture and f ixturea

3.0S

3.59

3.71

4.00

Paper and allied products

.sa

.67

.71

.74

Printlna and allied industries

.34

.33

.34

.35

Chem11!41• and allied producta

.ss

.S9

.s1

.ss

.10

.19

Food and kindred r>roducte

Apparel and related products

Petroleum. rubber and leather
Stone, clay and glass products

.44

.45

.st

.ss

Primary metal lnduatriea

.01

.01

.01

.06

Fabricated metal

.11

.15

.24

.25

Nonelectrical machinery

.24

.29

Electrical machinery

.58

.s2

Transportation equipnent

.01

.10

Instruments and mtacellaneoua manufacturing

.10

.19

S~urce:

produc~a

Tables VIII-XI, pp. 68-71.
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not as complete as Virginia data.

Only twelve induatriee are described

by a COl1'lplete set of data while employment data for three industrial

groups are available for 1958 and 1962.

Two Viqinia industries, tobacco and chemf.cala, abow major declines

in their location quotient. The location quotient for tobacco manufac•
tures was down 62 points for the twalve•year period in spite of an

u~ard

movement during 1950•54. Chemicals were down during each of the first
two periods end were unchanged during the final period.

The only Virginia

industry to show a major upward movement in location quotient was trans•
portation equipnent. Annual changea in the remaining fifteen biduatrtea
averaged two points or less with ten increasing and five declining.
Referring to absolute figures, employment in Virginia's chemical
induatxy haa increased from 1950 to 1962. The decrease in the location
quotient ia due to the sharp increase in United States employment for
this industry.

In other words, wbil8 chemical employment i& Virginia

increased, the increaae did not keep pace with national gatna.

In the

other two major movements noted above. tobacco and transportation equip•
ment. the absolute figures moved in the same direction aa the location
quotient.

National and Virginia einployment in tobacco has declined since

1950 but Virginia's reduction has been relatively greater than the United
States reduction. The same holds true for transportation equtrment
except the movement was in the opposite direction.
Changes in location quotient for North Carolina industries aa
shown in Table VI reveal four groups with major increases and no lndue•
triea with significant declines.

In contrast to Virginia's decline of
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TABLB V
CHANG! IN VIOOINIA 'S LOCAnON QUOTDNT
1950 to

1954

1954 to
1958

1958 to
1962

1950 to Annual
1962 Average

Food and kindred products

.13

.. 24

-.11

.26

.02

Tobacco manufacturas

.44

-.80

•.26

•.62

•.OS

Textile mill products

-.08

-.06

.07

.07

.01

Apparel and related product•

•.06

.11

.u

.18

.02

.oo

•.06

•.10

•.16

-.01

Furniture and ffxturea

-.06

-.08

.29

.15

.01

Paper and allied products

•.07

•.06

-.15

•.28

-.02

Printtag and allied industries

.07

.oo

.04

.u

.01

Chemicals and allied producta

-.33

-.73

.oo

•1.06

-.09

.18

.16

•.13

.oo

-.11

-.24

-.02

Stone, clay and glass products

.08

.06

.08

.20

.02

Primary metal induetrtea

.oo

.u

.04

.15

.01

Fabricated metal products

.07

.02

-.02

.07

.01

Lumber and

wood

products

Petroleum and rubber

IA at her

.04

Nonelectrical machinery

.OS

.01

Electrtcal machinery

.to

.02

Transportation equipneat

.13

•.06

.27

.34

.03

Scientific instrument•

-.01

-.02

M!ecellaneoua manufacturing industries

-.02

-.01

Source:

Tables VIII-XI, pp. 68-71.
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62 points, North Carolina's tobacco location quotient gained 202 points.
Textile employment moved sharply higher during the first four•year
period and then recorded slight declines in location quotient the last
eight years.
Apparel and furniture steadily forged ahead in each period.

Of

the remainin; 11 industriea, eight had location quotients that were
slightly higher and three were slightly lower.
Absolute f igurea for categories showing major changea moved in
the same direction with one exception. Total employment in North
Carou.na•a textile iuduatry declined two per cent from 1950 to 1962.

The increase of 124 points in the location quotient resulted from a
sharp decline in United States employment for the industry.
In aumary, location quotients fot: ten of the 1nduatriea moved
in the same direction while f1ve took divel'gent courses. Three of these,
paper, primary metala and electrical machinery were not involved in

moves of major magnitudes.

However, the tobacco and chemical induetr:lea

followed sharply different paths in North C&rolina and Virginia. The
reason for thia difference will be examined later in this paper.
Otangea in Vi!J5inta, 1950•1962
Having presented data on changes in manufacturing employment and
changes in employment within industry groups, the next step ie to look
at the influence of new manufacturing plants on emr,loyment.

Figures

relating to these changes are presented in Table VII.
For the period 1950 to 1962. manufacturing employment in Virginia
increased by 70,900 riereons.

New manufacturing operaticna eatabliabed
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TABLE VI
CHANGB TN NOR'l'H CAROLINA'S LOCATION QUOrtENT
1950 to

l9S4

1954 to
1958

1958 to
1962

1950 to Annual
1962 Average

(4

.16

.C4

.24

.02

Tobacco manufacturea

.39

.40

1.23

2.02

'17

Texttle mi.11 product•

1.58

•.33

•.01

1.24

.13

.19

.18

.32

.69

.06

•.06

•.04

•, 16

-.26

.. 02

FumUure and f itcturea

.54

.12

.29

.95

.08

Paper and allied products

• ()9

.04

.03

.16

01

•.01

.01

.01

.01

.001

Ctemtcale and allied VToducts

.C4

•.08

.07

.03

.002

Stone, clay and sl••• products

. 01

.06

07

.14

,01

Primary metal f ndustri ei•

.00

.oo

•.01

•.01

Fabricated metal product&

.04

.09

.01

14

Food

and

kfndred r.roducta

Apparel aDd related products

ll1mber and wood products

Printing a13d allied iaduatries

Nonelectrtcal machinery
Electrical machinery

Tr4naportation equtpnent

Source: Tables VIII•XI, pp. 68·71.

• 001

.01

.os

.01

•.06

•.02

.03

.01
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in Virginia aince 1950 employed 51,900 persons during 1962.3 The.. new
operations account for 73 per cent of the increase..
In terms of absolute figures, new firms in the apparel and electri•
cal machinery field have made the major contribution to expanding the

employment base. Chemicals and food are important contributor• but are
substantially below appal'el and electrical machinery. On the other end
of the scale, tobacco, paper, petroleum. leather. and scientific inatw•
ments have made little contribution to employment through new Virginia
firms.

Considering new employment relative to total employment in the
industry, electrical machinery and apparel again stand out. The combined
categories of petroleum and rubber show aharp gains with the latter
apparently the major gainer.

lnduatries in which new fb:ma provide a

relative insignificant portion of total employment generally coincides
with the absolute figures.

The

one exception, transportation equipment,

provided 1,000 jobs but this accounted for only 4 per cent of 1962 employ•

ment in this category. Overall, pl'oducing unite established during the
twelve•,.aar period accounted for one of every six jobs aiatin.g in 1962.
An interesting corollary of these statistics ia the relative
importance of plant eize.

During the period 1950 to 1962, 25 per cent

of the new Virginia plants employed 100 or more persons tn 1962.

Yet

thie group of plants accounted for 82 per cent of the new manufacturing
employees. An even more dramatic result is obtained if plants employing
3John t. Knapp, "New Plants in Virginia," Virginia Economic gevtew.
(XV. September, 1963), P• 5.
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TABLB VII

CHAmE IN EMPU>YMENT AND EMPLOYMENT IN NEW FIRMS
J!'OR VImINIA INDUSTRIES

Change in
Employment

19621

New Firms

Employment as Per Cent
of Total
1950 to 1962 in New Firms
Food and kindred products

11.2

4.3

13.3

Tobacco manufactures

-.6

.1

.7

Tex ti le mi 11 products

•3.6

2.S

6.8

Apparel and related products

10.2

11.7

44.2

bmlber and wood products

•7.2

1.5

6.8

Purniture and fixtures

4.2

2.6

13.7

Paper and allied products

1.6

.6

5.2

Printing and allied industries

4.o

1.0

9.2

Chemicals and allied products

1.1

4.6

13.1

Petroleum

(

.3

(

1.9

(

(46.7

(4.7

ltubber and plastics

(

teather

•1.1

.3

s.a

Stone, clay and glue products

3.2

2.0

21.s

Primary metal industries.

3.6

.7

10.1

Pabricated metal products

3.2

2.8

29.8

Nonelectrical machinery

5.6

1.9

33.9

Blectrical machinery

11,8

11.s

97.6

Transportation equipment

14.2

1.0

4.0

Scientific instrument•

1.s

.2

13.3

Miscellaneous manufacturing industriea

3.3

.4

12.1

70.9

51.9

17.8

Total

lp1ants beginning operations lince 1950.
Source: John L. Knapp, ''New Plants in Virginia," Virginia Economic Review, XV,
(September, 1963), pp. 1, 4 and 7.
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more than 200 persons are considered.

these account for only one•

eighth of the new operations but employ two•thirda of the newly created
joba. 4

-

41bid. P• 1.

CBt\m& IV
AUALYSIS 01 CHAmE 1N Mt\NUFACTORim IMPLOYMEN'l

ln the preceding chapter empirical data describing changes in

1114llUfacturing employment and ch:.mges within industrial groups were
presented. The purpose of thitl chapter ia to analyea these data in

relation to the industrial developnent effort

and

relate the

concl~·

eiona to location theory.
Manufacturing Em2l2XS!nt and Develof!!!nt Effort

To measure quantitatively the reaulta of government programs ts
quite difficult.

The difficulty of the task ia campcunded when the

attempt is made to 11V1taaure results of programs that contain many intang•
iblea.

Such ia the cue with industrial development.

Assuming the purpose of industrial developnent efforte is to
increase employment in manufacturing joba, the change in the number of

manufacturing jobs "ithin a region can be considered as a program measure•
ment device.

Howevcn:, it can be argued that absolute figures within a

region should change in relation to universe

f~gures.

For tbia reason

it is deairable to exclude the influence of change in the universe and

tbie baa been dona in Tables I and II.
These f iguree reveal that manufacturing employment in North Carolina
~

Virginia has grown much more rapidly than has manufacturing employment

in tba United States.

In 19SO Virginians constituted 1.51 per cent of

the employees of all manufacturing f lrms in the United States. '.twelve
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years later this had grown to 1. 73 per cent. Although of greater magni•
tude, figures for Nort.h C&rolina show the same general trend.
Table II provides some insight into the twelve•year period by
expressing in percentage f om the change in the ratf.o over a f our•year
period. North Carolina figures show a modest decline during the first
four-year period, a sharp rebound during the second and a substantial
gain during the last period. Vit'ginia figures wen unchanged during
the f trst period and marked up subatantial gains during the second and
third.

Relating these changes to the industrial development effort of
the two states, it must be remembered that North Carouna•a program was
considered to be on a higher level than Virginia's program for the entire

twelve-year period. Also, the magnitude of the North caroU.na effort

was stepped up in l9S6 through 1962.
What conclusions can be drawn from these data? First, the abao•
lute figures show manufacturing employment in Horth Carolina hae srown
by about 110,000 joba from 1950 to 1962.

During the same time Virginia

manufacturing employment has grown by 62.000 jobs.

lf the induetri.al

developnent effort has a payoff in jobs it would be reasonable to expect
the results to be in rough proportion to the effort. While the effort
cannot be quantified, there ia apparently some relationship between the
scale of the effort and the increase in manufacturing jobs in Virginia
and North Carolina.

The second conclusion to be reached ta based on the timing of
the industrial develorcnent effort.

Horth Carolina's effort was on a
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higher level during the last half of the period.

The greatest portion

of the gain in manufacturf.ng employment for that state came during the
last etx years.

Virgtnta'a growth also came in the latter part of the

twelve-year period, but the difference in the first half and the second
half is not u significant aa is the case with North carolina figures.
Since Horth carolina's industrial development effort waa at a higher
level during the second half, while Virginia 1 a effort continued at a

relatively constant level, these data tend to support the eff ectivenesa
of induatri.al develo}'m8nt program& from a timing standpoint.

Income and Develoent lffort,
The analysis above is concerned with the relationship of manufacturing employment and it&duatriat develoiaent effort.

Industrial

develottnent programs have a second objective which should be considered
tn measuring the effectiveneee of the p\"ogram.

'lhis objective la tncreaa•

S.ng the income of the region and this is most effectively attained by

providing high income employment opportunities.

If the gTeater part of

the increase in manufactud.ng employment is in high wage iudustrtes,
industrial development programs could be considered aa effective factors

tu industrial location decisions.
Earlier it waa noted that Virginia tobacco and chemical induatriea
had registered major declines in location quotient.
aidered a htgh wage industry.

Chemicals are con•

If the criterion of program effectiveneas

is increased income, this downward movement can be considered as being

in contra.at to the induat1:'ia1 doveloi:-nt objectives.
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The only Virginia industry to shaw a major upward movement in

location quotient waa transportation equipment. This is likewise a
high wage industry.

But the growth in this industry did not come from

new operattoua in the atate.

Table VII reveals only four per cent of

the increase came in thie form and the remaining 96 per cent was in. the

form of expansion of employment in existing producing units.

Virginia

data point to the conclusion that the imluatrial development program
baa not been instrumental in upgrading the wage level of manufacturing

employees.
What baa been the cue in North Carolina 7 rour induetry gt."oupa
were considered to have had major growth in their location quotient.
Theae were tobacco, textile, apparel, and furniture.

With the exception

of tobacco. the average wage in each of these ia below the state average
for manufacturing employees. The experience in thie region supports the
observations on changes in Virginia.
While this analyais baa been concerned with growth in high wage
industries as a contribution to regional income, there la

one consider•·

tion that should not be overlooud. The earnings of a pereon not
previoualy •ployed in a wage earning capacity represent a net addition
to area income.

Such would be the case of the housewife leaving the

duties of her home to work in an apparel industry. Although the wages
paid by thie industry might be comparatively low, all of the eaminga

of the housewife would be considered additional income and thua contrt•
bute aignificantly to the objective of increasing regional incoaie.
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Changes by Induatr:z Grouoa
Examining changes within industries and relating these changes
to the industrial development effort. Table VI showe relattvely auh•
stanttal gains in the location quotient during 1950 to 1954 for North
Carolina baeed tobacco.

textile~

apparel and furniture.

Pen" the same

pertod. comparable Virginia figures ehowed gatna in tobacco and trana•
portation equipment and a decline in chemicals.

The moat striking

contrast here is the tncreaee in textile and apparel in North caroltna
and the decrease in cbemtcala in Virginia.

The next time period to be conetdered ia 1958 to 1962. During
this four-year period North caro11na•a induatrial development effort was
in full awing and Virginta•a continued on a relatively lower level.

The

significant changea in the Horth Carolina location quotient were increaaes
in the tobacco, apparel and furniture industriea.

Comparable Virginia

figurea ahov increases in appaxel, furniture and transportation equlpnent
and a decline in tobacco.

To narrow the lndustd.ee under consideration tobacco and tranepcn:•
tation equipaent will be eliminated.

Changes in employment and the

consequent change in location quotient for these tvo industries within
the two states have a coaaon feature that justifies thie action.
Virtually all of Virginia'• changa in the transportation equtpaent industry
has been in existing plants and not in new plants influenced by the
develoi:ment effort. Most of the tobacco employment gain in North CuoU.na
baa been in one finn that apparently baa a policy of placing alt additional
producing units in North Carolina.

In neither instance would it be.

so
reasonable to consider the devetorcient program as an influence :l.n
employment growth.

What do these shifting figures reveal to assist in evaluating
industrial develotment programa? The textile growth in North caroU.na

during 1950•1954 was apparently a carry over of the transfer of the
industry.from New England to the South that had been interrupted by
World War II.

So this gain would likely have come about on the basis

of competition forcing the move out of the high CQst area into the

relative low cost aouthem area.

the•leader to North caro11na.

'l'hie. in effect. was a case of follow•

But apparel and furnitul'G made substantial

gaine during both periods in North C&rolina and only during the later
period• in Virginia.
Both of these induatriea are labor intensive and have average
hourly wages below the average of all manufaeturing industries.

fore, la11 labor rates would be attractive.
industry 11 highly

mobile~

there•

In addition, the apparel

The raw materials for the apparels induet1"7

la produced by textile industries and these are well established in the

ana. The lone disadvantage to an apparel producer in the South ia.
transportation to market..

But this has been overcome to some extent by

growth of the aoutbem market and improvement in truck tran&pol'tation
to the nol'th which allows overnight delivery into New 'York.
So it would appear quite natural that apparel employment would
grow in North C&rolina and Virginia.
ia hard to justify.

The earlier growth in North Carolina

It could not be explained by the wage differential

since as late aa 1962 Virginia's average wage wu only $.05 per hour
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than that paid in North Carolina. The proximity of a Virginia site to
northern markets will be consequent savings in freight coat and savings
resulting from the time element would offset the North Carolina wage
advantage. Considering all factors, the conclusion le that the develop•
ment program in North Carolina vas effective :ln attracting apparel
operation• to that state.
Can furniture growth, which baa the same time and spatial change
as apparel, be explained on the same but.a? It has much the aame factor
cost pattern as the apparel industry and it would seem. logical that ita

earlier development in North Carolina can be attributed to the concerted
effort to encourage industrial grcmtb.
Probably one of the moat remarkable changes reflected by developing
location quotients for the different time periods is that of the chemical
industry in Virginia. During the f iret

bro

periods the quotient dropped

drastically but from 1958 to 1962 steadied to reflect no change. The
question is, could thia change be accounted for by the Virginia development effort 7
The chemical industry is oriented to the industrial market.

Virtually all of tta out.put ta subjected to additional proceaaing before
being consumed. It ia capital intensive and the mobility of capital
removes any restriction on thia account. Transportation la a major

factor in considering location.
Man-made fibers account for about two-thirds of Virginia's chemical
emplo,ment.

The continued transfer of the textile industry fracn New

England to the South removed Virginia's locational advantage whereby
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Virginia producers wel'e able to serve both markets. Gl'owth in the fiber
industry took place in the more southern states.

Induatrial and agri•

cultural chemicals did not grow in employment. Consequently. the
location quotient dropped while eniploymant measured in absolute figures
remained relatively unchanged.· During the.last four-year period, 19S8•
1962. the quotient was unchanged due to a slowing of United States

growth in chemical employment end alight improvement in VlrgiDf.a•e
emplo,ment picture.
'l'he relative decline of this :lnduetry in Virginia likely would

have taken place without regard to the intensity of any effort to pro•
mote ite growth.

The raarket it served had shifted its center southward

and mobilitJ of capital gave the industry freedom to follow.

'lbe area

possessed no advantage to overl:ide the transportation factor.
Indust:a Changes Related to Theot1,
In eumarizing Chapter II the conclusion waa reached that _industry
would most often locate where the difference between cost and revenue
would be the greatest.

Do the data on Virginia location quotient

pt:e•

aented in Chapter III bear this out?
Before examining thia material. conalderation ebould be given a
basic problem involved in the data. As noted earlier the location
quotient was computed for industry groups. i.e., for the two digit

s.1.c.

groups. Thia classification of industries does not necesearily

join together operations with conmon coat aud revenue considerations.
For example, fabricated metal products include such diverse products as
fabricated structural metal products amt engraving aervicee.

Chemicals
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include industrial chemicals and pharmaceutical drugs. Any analysts
involving such broad defiuJ.tionu must be cuahioned with many reeerva•

tiona.
The Virginia industry with the highest location quotient is

tobacco manufactures. The relative importance baa declined since 1950
because the reduction in the number of workers has been more marked in

Virginia than :ln the United States. 1'hla decrease in number of employees

11 the result of increased application of mechaniaation.

Since 1950 out•

put per employee increased by 47 per cent while overall production rose

by 2S per cent.
In its earlier years tobacco manufacture, especially cigarette

manufacture, was much more influenced by labor coat than ls the current

can. The availabiltty of raw material• was another factor explaining
the developzaent of the industry in Virginia.

The theories of industrial

location support the location of such a substantial part of the industry
in Virginia and the sane theories explain the rise in importance of this

industry in Kentucky.

The growth in population on the Weet Coast favors a more inland
location.

Shifts in consumer taste baa allowed uae of more Burley type

tobacco in filter cigarettes.
tobacco is in ttentucky.

The center of production for tbia type of

Taxes on thia industry have been lower in

Kentucky than in Virginia and a labor coat differential of $.05 per hour
favor• Kentucky over Virginia.

Thie industry appears to bold little

potential aa a producer of additional jobs for Virginians.

S4
Lumber and wood products, relative to national employment, le an
important Virginia industry. A majority of these workers are involved
in harvesting of timber••typically a low skill and low wage job.

The

abundance of this type labor and growing reserves of this resource would
suggest the continuing importance of this industry.

However, the sub•

atitution of machinery for human labor has begun to take its toll in jobs
and if it follows the lead of farming, it will make further inroads.

Thia ia a caae of reducing coat with the hope of increasing profits.
Two industries that location theory would point to aa potential
job growth industries are textiles and furniture.

'the rieiug coat of

labor in northern textile operations make Virginia labor very attractive.

The availability of raw materials and a grcnd. ng regional market in the
apparel industry would help to reduce coat by minimizing transportation

cost.
The

furniture industry is controlled by much the

881lle

factors.

Virginia production workers receive 22 per cent less hourly wage than the
national average.

Local supplies of fabricated board and dimensional

stock are readily available. Transportation cost of the finished product
are a major factor and in the long run may inhibit growth atm;tlar to the
tobacco industry.
Location theory sustains further Virginia growth in textiles and
furniture.

A Virginia locality with the particular factors required by

one of these would likely get a greater return on effort directed apecifi•
cally to furniture or textUea than would be the case of a vague, general
program.
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Another industry of growing local imr.ortance ie apparel. Tbia
induatry is highly mobile and is dependent upon availability of low coat

labor and ovemight transportation to ma:rltetplace.

coat labor lo available in Vit:ginta.

A large pool of lw

Many producon have found house•

wives on farms anxious to supplement decU.ning family income. Thie source
of labor is virtually untapped and growins with the decline of agricultural

income. Again, location theory points to this aa a potentially fertile
field to till ..

Other industry groups hold lees promiae from an aggregrative view•
point. Moat of these require a reaaonably high skill level of labor.
Poole of this type of labor are not readily available in Virginia.

A

long term effort in education. both vocational and social, will remedy
.

~,.

thie shortcoming.

Some industries are eo controlletl by

transport~tion

coat as to be

dependent upon the development of a market within an area to justify a

production unit.

With deference to the dangers of generalities, the

industrial group of atone, clay and glaaa would be an example of auch an

industry. The coat of transporting the fintahad products and the wide
geographic

diatr~bution

of

~aw

materials liadt production units to a

relatively emall market are4,
The limitations of skilled labor supply and developed markets in
the imnediate vicinity of the production unit auggett aucb induatriea are
not likely candidates for

develo~t

groupa.
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Suman:

Heaaured from. the standJ?Oint of manufacturing employment. empirical
data tend to support industrial develop:nent programs aa contributions to
the economic growth of an area. Growth for the Virgin!a•North caroU.na

region since 1950 bu taqely been in lw vase lnduat:riea. Examination
of the changee in location quotient for industry groups located in Virginia
points out the dynamic nature of industrial location. Relating the theory
of location to the controlling coat and demand factors suggest textile•,

furniture and apparel induatriea offer the moat likely prospects for
further Virginia industrial growth.

StJMMa\B.Y AND CONCWSIONS

'thia chapter will consist of a sunmary of the material presented

earlier. Conclusions relating to the original p-roblem and 'based on
this aunmar1zed material w:lll then be drawn.

!!!!!'!!'%
The objective of tbia paper le to determine if theories of iOdus•

trial location a:ad empirical data deacribiog changes in manufacturing
employment might suggest more efficient approaches in attracting industry
to a particular area.
The location of a factory tn a caamunlty

to its economic developnent.

cont~ibutea

materially

ror tbia reason numerous agencies••

governmental. quasi-governmental and profit motivated flrma••are activately
engaged in programs to increase manufacturing employment within their
sphere of responeibiltty..

Limited resourcae and the competitive nature of

the effort: dictate the application of innovation• in approaching the problem.
Contemporary location theol')' baa an evolutionary backgTound reflect•

tn.g a changing economic envirom.ent. 'the earliest thaoriat were concerned
with minimizing coat.

'lhe aubetitutlon of location factora in order to

select the site of lowest production cost waa·the objective.
Developnent of the market system dictated that revenue be con•
eid.ered in atte aelection.

t.ocation theory then became a problem of

substitution to find the optimum location considering both cost and demand.

SS

The final developnent baa been the introduction of personal

faeton into the theory. Personal conatderationa might influence the
coat am/or the demand aide of the problem. To the extent that they

influence either of these, personal factors can be integrated into

theoretical economic concepta. When personal considerations are not
reflected in coat or demand, i.e., are.not involved in the determination
of the fim•s profit, they lie outside of the economic framework of a

capitalistic aoctety.
Ona of the first stepa in studying thie problem is determining

how much influence, if any• tndustd.al developnent programs might have

in expanding manufacturing employment. Comparative data for North
C&rolina and Virginia for the time period 1950•1962 indicate some poai•
tive correlation exist between effort

and

manufacturing employment. When

data 8l"8 ex.*1lined from the atarsdpoint of growth in higher wage induatriea,
the conclusion ta reached that developuent p1!'ogramu are not instrumental
in expansion of these 1nduatriea.
In &t.mll\41:'Y, industd.al developaent programs appeared to attain

their objective of expandiag employasent opportunities in manufacturing but
the efforts were moat effective in low wage industries.
Concluaiona
What approaches are suggested by location theory and empirical
data that might benefit developaent groupe?
Since the objective of business in the capitalistic society ta to
operate at a maximum profit, any successful industrial developnent program
will have to be oriented to thia objective. The problem for those operating
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industrial developnent programs is to determine that industry, or thoae
industr:lea, which will attain maximum benefit by location in their area.
This involves three atepa. The first step :Ls a complete inventory
of location factors.

The vastness of the geographical area will deter•

mine tba precisenaaa with which this 1a to be undertaken.

It would be

reasonable to expect a coamunity to obtain detail data on wagea paid in
local lnduetrtes. An agency wol'king with an area u large aa a state
would ptber llOl'e general information, auch as average wages paid by
industry groups.

In the case of transportation coat, a coamunity ahould

be .!amt.liar witb rat.ea on typical cou.aodit1es to centers of population.
'rbe program fo-r the larger geographic area would be concerned with

distances to potential muketa.
The moar: importaut factors to be considered in the inventory
taking are rel&ted to markets for new tndur.strtea.

Certainly one of the

moat attractive features of an area to a company making a location decision
would be some locational advautage from tbe atandpof.nt of proximity or
convenience to lll&l'keta.

Thia type of information ta most df.ff icult for the agency to
develop.

In order to estimate with any degree of certainty the revenue

to be expected from a factory at a given location it would be

eaaentia~

to know the quantity of goods to be produced, the price at which they
will be sold and coets, including transportation coat, incidental to the
marketing procedure. This problem ia CCIDlpounded by the multitude of
producte produced within the broad industrial classifications.
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The prime function that the developnent agency can perform ia
supplying information upon which the buaineaa decision can be baaed.
It then. develops that the agency that supplies the moat uaeful informa•

ti.on wf.11 receive the most coneiderat1on in area aalection. While
detailed quantification of the demand factol"s might pi-ove impractical
without an intimate knowledge of the individual firm. the scope and
potential of markets for certain general claaalflcations of products
might prove feuible.
Aa an •ample, the matket potential for air conditioners within

a rad:lwt dictated by transportation cost could be developed by relating
income growth to unit salea. Or, in a teas eoph:leticated example. the
need for·aupp0rt induatriea to serve exiat:l.ng industry might.be apparent
to the local development agency. Such market information, whether
related to industrial ot.'

c~naumer

mar'keta, will prove helpful and, no

doubt, enhance consideration of that area aa a potential location.
The second phase of applytng location theory and empirical data

would be the selection of those tnduatries that would profit moat by
locating in the area. Thie !nvolvea an analysis of the coat ad revenue
f actora for many induatriea and tbe selection of those that appear ·to
fit best the local conditions.

In an area having an abundance of unakilled

pencna willing to work for low was.ea the davelopDent agency should con•
centrate on labor intenaive induatrtea.

Should the area promise income

or population growth that would open nev markets, industries producing a
product th•t requiroa large tratlaportation cost Yl)Uld be logtcal CJSD.di•

dates for a new factory.
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After making an inventory of area location factors and selecting
those itlduetriea that would benefit most under local conditions, the
problem become• one of comunicating with individWll finna in the industry
group.

Thia may be done through trade media advertieing or personal con•

tact using letter or visit. The object of this communication 11 to
provide the businessman with information so that he can consider the
potentialities of this location in hie decision making.
Location theory rest• on maximizing prof its but in practical
application the deciaion to locate a plant ia limited to those aitea on
which the decision maker has

information~

Therefore, a development

agency representing an area with particular advantages to certain indus""
tries must effectively convey thie information to the decision maker.
Since

many

areaa of fer practically the same f actore for conaidera•

tion. the sophistication with which the development agency approaches
the inventory function and the familiarity with industry problems exhibited
by the agency might well be key considerations of the decieion maker.
These two point• will *1d credence to the data developed by an obviously
biased source.

In order to better serve the interest of all concerned,

the development agency could aaeign personnel to specialise in working
with certain industries. Another contribution to the desirable sophieti""
cated image would be a strong research staff.
Beturning to the objective of this paper, what does location
theory and empirical datum of fer to those responsible for area develop•
ment?
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An understanding of location theory, 1.e., an underatandlng of

the objective of mmd.aizing profltt through substf.tutton of cost and
revenue factors, ie esaentf.al for personnel working in tht• field. Thie
will involve croaa-matching local factora required in an induatrial
enterprise with the needs of a wide variety of pceaible industrial firms.

The abilit1 or feasibil1t7 of quantifying these two 1ide1 of the queation
are very doubtful.
While coat factor• might be meaaund with acme degne of success,

estimating revenue that can be generated by the &1:ea market ,would be
impoaaible without knowing preciaely the product to be produced, the

aue of the producins unit, and the nlation of thla producing unit to
competitive and non-competitive unita. Therefore, location theory could

be considered a foundation upon which a developaent program could be
built but not a precise implement which could be used in the construction.
Empirical data are hiatortcal in nature. Using such data one may
point out what baa taken place in the past and coneequentl7 can be uaed
to select those indu1triea that have gl'OWD and been profitable in the
paat.

By

uaina the location quotient industries cao be selected for

which a larger than proportion.ate share of employment ie located in the

area under consideration. In ef feet" empirical data can be used to
select those induatriee whose cost and demand factors have proven to
coincide with factors supplied by tbe area. These data merely reflect
vhat baa taken place in the past and do not necessarily reflect tha
current or future situation.
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But an understanding of what has happened in the past, combined

with an understanding of why it happened, would give a develor-ment agency

a technique to select those industries that are likely to be aucceaaful
and to eliminate those that would likely prove unaucceaaful.

Thia preliminary selection process will narrow the field to
workable proportiona. ri-om here a complete inventory of coat and revenue
f actora could be croa1-matched with industry needs to further pinpoint

the agency efforte.
At this point it is questionable as to whether quantification of
facton la feasible.

Bven with detailed industry breakdowna the require•

meuta of individual fi't'llla within the industry will vary considerably.

Therefore, the appU.catien of local conditions to induatry neada

ta

likely to be a subjective rather than an objective evaluation.
In conclusion, location theory and •pirical data are tools,
albeit not precieion implements, which can be used in constructing an
industrial developnent program.
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TABLE VllI
COMPUTATION OF 1950 LOCATION QUOTIENT FOR NORTH CAROLINA AND
VIRGINIA INDUSTRY GROUPS

u. s.

(2T

Employment (000)
Virginia North Carolina
(3)

(4)

1,790

21. l

103

Textile mill products
Apparel and related products

Location Quotient (Columns 6 and 8)
Virginia
North Carolina
(5)
(3)/ (2)

(6)
(5)/, 0151

(7)
(4)/ (2)

19.8

.012

.80

.011

.41

14.3

.27.3

.143

9.SO

.274

10.11

1,256

40.6

23-0. 7

• 037

2.48

.184

6.82

1,202

16.3

13.3

• 016

l.06

.011

.41

Lumber and wood products

808

29.4

42.6

• 036

2.40

.053

l.94

Furniture and fixtures

364

14.8

32.8

.041

2. 73

.090

3.05

Paper and allied products

485

10.0

8.0

.021

l.40

,016

,58

Printing and allied industries

748

6.9

6.3

.009

,60

.008

.34

Chemicals and allied products

640

34,1

9.7

.053

3.53

.015

.SS

Petroleum and rubber

529

Leather

395

6.3

.016

l. 06

Stone, clay and glass products

547

6.1

6.8

.011

. 72

.012

.44

1,247

3.3

2.4

.003

.20

.002

.07

982

6.2

2.8

.006

.40

;003

.11

.005

,, .18

• 027

1.00

Food and kindred products
Tobacco manufactures

Primary metal industries
Fabricated metal products
Nonelectrical machinery
Electrical machinery
Transportation equipment

1,210
991
1,265

Scientific insti:uments

250

Miscellaneous manufacturing industries

400

All manufacturing

6.0

(8)
1
(5)/.027

15,241

11.0

229.5

418.3

.009

.60

.015

1.00

lconstants used in computing location quotient in columns 6 and 8 are derived by dividing total manufacturing
employment in the state by total manufacturing· employment in the United States.
Source:

Column 2 • U. S. Department of Labor's Employment !!!.!!, Earning Statistics for the~~. ~·
Columns 3 and 4 • U. S. Department of Labor's Employment !!!.!!, Earning Statistics !.2!_ ~ !!!.!!, ~. ~·
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TABLE IX
COMPUTATION OF 1954 LOCATION QUOTIENT FOR NORTH CAROLINA AND
VIRGINIA INDUSTRY GROUPS

u. s.

(2)
Food and kindred products

Employment (000)
Virginia North Carolina
(3)
(4)

Location guotient (Columns 6 and 8)
Virginia
North Carolina
(5)

(6)

(7)

(3)/(2)

(5)/.015 1

(4)/(2)

(8)

(5) /. 027 1

1,818

25.6

22.2

.014

.93

.012

.45

103

15.4

29.2

.149

9.94

.282

10.50

Textile mill products

1, 042

37.8

225. 7

.036

2 .40

.226

8.40

Apparel and related products

1,184

19.5

19.8

.015

1. 00

.016

.60

Lumber and wood products

708

25.5

36.2

. 036

2.40

.051

1.88

Furniture and fixtures

342

13. 5

33.l

.040

2.67

.097

3.59

Paper and allied products

531

10.5

.020

1.33

.018

• 67

Printing and allied industries

814'

a.o

7.7

.010

.67

.009

.33

Chemicals and allied products

753

36.5

12.3

. 048

3.20

.016

.59

Petroleum and rubber

567

1.2

Leather

373

5.3

.014

.93

Stone, clay and glass products

553

6.8

6.5

• 012

.so

.012

.45

Primary metal industries

1,219

3.6

2.3

. 003

.20

.002

,07

Fabricated metal products

1,070

7.4

4.5

• 007

.47

.004

.15

Nonelectrical machinery

1,418

Electrical machinery

1, 190

Transportation equipment

1, 754

18.6'

.011

.73

.027

1. 00

Tobacco manufactures

Scientific instruments

321

1.8

.006

.40

Miscellaneous manufacturing industries

391

3.0

.008

• 53

16,314

247.0

. 015

l. 00

All manufacturing

436.8
i

lconstants used in computing location quotient in1 columns 6 and 8 are derived by dividing total manufacturing
employment in the state by total manufacturing employment in the United States.
Source:

Column 2 • U. S. Department of Labor's Employment ~Earning Statistics ~ ~ ~ ~. ~·
Columns 3 and 4 - U. S. Department of Labor's Employment ~Earning Statistics .!£!. ~ !!!!!_ ~. ~·
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TABLE X
COMPUTATION OF 1958 LOCATION QUOTIENT FOR NORTH CAROLINA AND
VIRGINIA INDUSTRY GROUPS

u. s.

(i)
Food and kindred products

Em2lo:i!!!ent (0002
Virsinia North Carolina
(3)
(4)

Location guotient
Virginia
(5)
(6)
(3)/(2)
(5)/.016 1

6 and Bl
North Carolina
(7)
(8)
(4)/(2)
(5)/.029 1

~Columns

1, 773

33.8

31. 5

. 019

1.17

.018

.61

Tobacco manufactures

94

14.2

30;4

.148

9.14

.322

10.90

Textile mill products

919

35.2

218.6

.038

2.34

.237

8.07

1,172

21. 5

27.1

. 018

1.11

.023

.78

Lumber and wood products

615

23.3

33.0

• 038

2.34

.054

1.84

Furniture and fixtures

361

15.2

39.4

.042

2. 59

.109

3. 71

Paper and allied products

564

11.1

12.0

.020

1.27

.021

. 71

Printing and allied industries

873

9.3

8.7

.011

.67

.010

.34

Chemicals and allied products

794

32.0

11. 9

.040

2.47

.015

.51

Petroleum and rubber

568

2.8

.005

.31

Leather

359

5.5

.015

.93

Stone, clay and glass products

562

8.0

8.3

.014

.86

• 015

.51

Primary metal industries

1, 154

6.2

2.1

.005

.31

.002

.07

Fabricated metal products

1,077

8.4

7.0

.008

.49

.007

.24

~onelectrical

1,362

3.7

9.7

.003

.19

.007

.24

Electrical machinery

1,249

5.8

20.8

.005

.31

.017

.58

Transportation equipment

,l,607

16.9

3.6

.011

.67

.002

• 07

Scientific instruments

324

1.6

.005

.31

Miscellaneous manufacturing industries

373

3.3

.008

.49

15,945

257 .8

.016

1.00

.029

1.00

Apparel and related products

machinery

All manufacturing

469.6

1constants used in computing location quotient in columns 6 and 8 are derived by dividing total manufacturing
employment in the state by total manufacturing employment in 'the United States .
. Source:

Column 2 - U. S. nepartment of Labor's Em2lo:i!!!ent and Earnin!l Statistics for the~~.~·
Columns 3 and 4 - U. S. Department of Labor's Em2lo:i!!!ent ~Earning Statistics ~~and ~. 1932-62.
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TABLE XI
COMPUTATION OF 1962 LOCATION QUOTIENT FOR NORTH CAROLINA AND
VIRGINIA INDUSTRY GROUPS

u. s.

(2)

Virginia
(3)

North Carolina
(4)

Virginia

North Carolina

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(3)/(2)

(5)/.0171

(4)/(2)

(5)/.0311

1,760

32.3

34,4

• 018

l. 06

.020

.65

Tobacco manufactures

91

13. 7

34.2

.151

8.88

.376

12 .13

Textile mill products

903

37.0

226.5

• 041

2.41

.250.

8.06

1,267

26.5

43.6

• 021

l.24

.034

1.10

Lumber and wood products

589

22.2

30.4

• 038

2.24

• 052

1.68

Furniture and fixtures

385

19.0

46.9

.049

2.88

.124

4.00

Paper and allied products

614

11.6

13.9

• 019

l.12

• 023

.74

Printing and allied industries

925

10.9

10.3

• 012

.71

.OU

.35

Chemicals and allied products

846

35.2

15.0

• 042

2.47

.018

.58

Petroleum and rubber

501

4.7

.oos

,47

Leather

360

5.2

• 014

.82

Stone, clay and glass products

594

9.3

10.8

• 016

.94

• 018

• 58

Primary metal industries

1,164

6.9

2.7

.006

.35

.002

.06

Fabricated metal products

1,127

9.4

8.9

.oos

.47

.008

.25

Nonelectrical machinery

1,490

5.6

13. 5

.004

.24

.009

.29

Electrical machinery

1,579

11.8

24.9

• 007

.41

.016

• 52

.Transportation equipment

1,542

25.2

3.9

• 016

.94

.003

.10

Scientific instruments

360

1. 5

.004

.24

Miscellaneous manufacturing industries

391

3.3

• 008

.47

16,859

291.3

.017

l. 00

.031

1.00

Food and kindred products

Apparel and related products

All manufacturing

527 .6

i

lconstants used in computing location quotient in columns 6 and 8 are derived by dividing total manufacturing
employment in the state by total manufacturing employment in the United States.
Source:

Column 2 - U. S. Department of Labor's Employment ~Earning Statistics f2!.. ~ ~ ~. ~·
Columns 3 and 4 - u. s. Department of Labor's Employment ~Earning Statistics for~~~. ~·

